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In a significant development that underscores Odico's expertise in the construction industry, Odico are glad to announce

that they have received an order from the esteemed contractor, Kaj Bech A/S.
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The order entails the production of specialized column forms for the Energinet project, which will serve as the foundations

for transformative transformer stations.

The contract between Odico and Kaj Bech A/S marks a significant step forward. Odico will be producing custom column

forms tailored specifically for the Energinet project where the finished concrete columns will play a crucial role as

foundations for transformer stations, an essential component of the energy infrastructure. 

Odico are happy to see more subcontractors, such as Kaj Bech A/S, embrace this innovative approach The goal is for this

project as well as future projects, to become more efficient, environmentally friendly, and cost-effective. By applying this

technology to the Energinet project, Odico aims to set a new standard in construction practices. 

 

About Kaj Bech

For over 75 years, Kaj Bech A/S has built up a wide range of competencies. Kaj Bech is a construction company and has

many years of experience in carrying out construction and concrete tasks all over Denmark and has built and renovated

hundreds of bridges since the 1970s. In recent years, more and more projects have been specialized in energy and utilities

in connection with the green transition, including energy stations and infrastructure on the Danish electricity grid, water and

wastewater, service buildings for the onshore and offshore wind industry. In addition, Kaj Bech A/S also carries out a wide

range of turnkey and main contract construction projects, such as commercial buildings, domiciles, and warehouses. Today,

the company is run by the third generation and Kaj Bech A/S employs around 195 skilled employees, divided into 4

departments: Construction, Civil Engineering, Park and Road.
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About Odico A/S

Odico® is a pioneer in robotics and digital manufacturing. Our mission is to transform the global construction industry.

Through technology, we increase efficiency and unlock the industry's innovative potential.

We are an innovation and development-oriented company. As such, we are involved in several research and development

projects and we have internationally leading expertise in robotic solutions and digital fabrication.

Read more about Odico and see examples of our many cases at www.odico.dk
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